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The Internet is the nervous system of our planet and the billions of people who lack communications infrastructure do not see themselves as the “last mile problem”. Welcome to First Mile Solutions – FMS, where last-mile problems are seen as first-mile opportunities for both operators and end-users. Now, for under $1.00 per user, rural communities that have never seen a newspaper can do things like email, browse the Web, and have their own voicemail box using FMS technology.
Our technology leverages two major trends that are rapidly driving costs down: WiFi (802.11x wireless) and digital storage. Essentially, we develop cached WiFi intelligence. FMS is based in MA and holds patent-pending intellectual property based on research and development performed by management at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).
The term “First Mile” was coined by Tito, a poet/ developmental communications specialist. He was the first to turn the “last mile” concept on its head and help us think instead of rural communities from the user perspective — the first mile, not the last. This term expresses a more equitable and far less top-down approach to the challenge of providing universal connectivity, regardless of location and income.
Newspapers writing about First Mile Solutions
Wireless Technology by CNN
The wireless system was developed by a Boston-based company, First Mile Solutions, building on the Wi-Fi technology that’s become commonplace in offices and homes in the developed world.
 As the bike rides up to the door of a remote school, in a matter of seconds the e-mail is uploaded to the school’s computer, and any of the school’s outgoing messages get transferred to this box. Once the Motoman returns to the hub, the e-mail is sent by satellite to the Internet.
Casino Bonus from New York Times
It is a digital pony express: five Motomen ride their routes five days a week, downloading and uploading e-mail. Making use of the Casino Bonus ohne Umsatzbedingungen, which is undoubtedly effective. The system, developed by a Boston company, First Mile Solutions, uses a receiver box powered by the motorcycle’s battery. The driver needs only roll slowly past the school to download all the village’s outgoing e-mail and deliver incoming e-mail. The school’s computer system and antenna are powered by solar panels. Newly collected data is stored for the day in a computer strapped to the back of the motorcycle. At dusk, the motorcycles converge on the provincial capital, Ban Lung, where an advanced school is equipped with a satellite dish, allowing a bulk e-mail exchange with the outside world.
First mile solutions of BBC
First Mile Solutions puts Mobile Internet Access Points on vehicles to bridge the digital divide… this combination of high-tech and low-tech is called “appropriate technology”.
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